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(a) Input

(b) Curve extraction

(c) Curve pairing

(d) Field generation

(e) Tele-registration

(f) Completion

Figure 1: Overview of our approach: the input (a) consists of sloppily pasted image pieces; after extracting salient curves (b) and pairing
them (c), an ambient vector field is generated (d) and used for aligning the pieces through tele-registration (e); structure-driven completion
is then applied to create a complete image (f).
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(f) Our completion

Figure 2: Separating the two dolls in the input image (a). After cutting the two dolls apart (b) and sloppily pasting the missing arms using
the red lassoed area (c), our tele-registration method finds the optimal placements for the pasted parts (d), then Poisson blending (e) and
content-aware filling (f) are applied to generate a new image.

(a) Original image

(b) Cutting & Pasting
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(d) Our completion

Figure 3: Removing a fish from the scene. This application is similar to Figure 7 (Removing a butterfly) in the paper.

(a) Two original images with different objects

(b) Cutting & Pasting
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(d) Our completion

Figure 4: A composition of pieces originating from different images. This application is similar to Figure 14 (mermaid) in the paper.
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(a) Original image

(b) Sloppily pasting

(c) Tele-registration

(d) Poisson blending on (c)

(e) Poisson blending on (b)

Figure 5: Shortening (top) or lengthening (bottom) the tail of a dragonfly. Magnified areas in blue demonstrate the power of our result where
pertinent structures are seamlessly aligned.
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Figure 6: Invigorating a plant. Using similar nearby texture (red), missing parts in several leaves in (a) are completed by our method to
produce the result (d).

(a) Original image
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Figure 7: Texturing a leaf. After choosing a piece with desired texture (red in (b)), our algorithm can align it to a suitable position (c) and
then blend the texture into the original leaf using Poisson editing (d).
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(a) Two images taken on a same road

(b) Tele-registration

(c) Our completion

Figure 8: Smoothly extending a road while preserving the curb sharpness using our tele-registration and structure-driven completion.

(a) Three different lake images

(b) Tele-registration

(c) Our panorama

Figure 9: Generating a lake panorama from three different lake images. This application is similar to Figure 11 (mountain panorama) shown
in the paper. Note that this example also indicates the limitation of our algorithm (see highlighted area), which has been discussed in the
paper (see Figure 17 there).

(a) Original image
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(c) Our result

Figure 10: Fixing ruins of Banteay Chhmar in Cambodia. The large stone blocks in (a) with a bas-relief are adjusted with respect to one
another, and details are subsequently filled in between, producing a higher quality result (c) than direct inpainting (b) can achieve. This
application, as well as the comparative results, is similar to Figure 8 (Temple of Amon) in the paper.

(a) Original image

(b) Poleg & Peleg

(c) Input 1

(d) Our output 1

(e) Input 2

(f) Our output 2

Figure 11: Comparison with Poleg & Peleg [2012]. To meet their input requirements, four rectangular pieces (highlighted in red boxes) are
cut from the input image (a). Their method (b) produces an alignment where the bottom two pieces overlap each other, as well as each of the
two top pieces, resulting in a shorter and narrower bronze vase shape. Starting from two different initial positions (c) and (e), our method
converges to two different, but plausible alignments (d) and (f), each of which is closer to the original shape.
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(a) Torn pieces

(b) Initial positions

(c) Our result

Figure 12: Stitching together torn pieces from a cartoon drawing. This application is similar to Figure 9 (oil painting) in the paper.

(a) Input

(b) Directly inpainting

(c) Tele-registration

(d) Our completion

Figure 13: Comparing results generated with and without tele-registration. Given several image pieces sloppily pasted together with gaps
between them (a), directly inpainting the input image gives poor result (b). Our method first uses tele-registration to align the pieces despite
their lack of overlap (c), and then uses structure-driven image completion to fill the gaps (d).
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